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Figure 1: Map of Study Area
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INTRODUCTION
Since its inception, Utah State University’s
Bioregional Planning Program has conducted
landscape-level planning studies across Utah,
specifically addressing planning for the future.
Rooted in Ian McHarg’s seminal book, Design
with Nature (1969), the Bioregional Planning
Program investigates how biophysical systems
influence settlement and culture, and, inversely, how
settlement and culture shape biophysical systems.
The bioregional team was invited to Moab to help
identify future growth strategies for southeastern
Utah. Popularized by the “Mighty Five”
advertisement campaign, tourism has exploded
over the past twenty years, with visitors flocking
to Utah’s vast public lands and five national parks.
Once known for its mineral resources, southeastern
Utah has suffered from boom-and-bust cycles.
The recent expansion of recreational tourism into
the region represents the latest boom, and has
presented several challenges for locals and resource
managers.
Through several site visits and workshops, locals
helped the bioregional team clarify the region’s
driving factors, as well as decipher what shapes the
place they call home. Tourism is paramount, as it
provides the majority of tax revenue. Yet, tourism
only presents seasonal revenue, hindering yearround employment and housing opportunities.
Therefore, diversifying the economy has been
suggested as a means of reducing the heavy
reliance on seasonal tourism. In order to identify
possible economic alternatives for the region, Moab
participated in the Area Sector Analysis Program
(ASAP) in 2016 (Moab Times, 2016). USU’s
Western Rural Development Center identified 13
suitable sectors to diversify the southeastern Utah
economy. Suggestions included expanding local
agriculture, building a renewable energy industry,
and developing technological-based business.

growth trends may place increased demand on water
usage. Currently, the Moab area has an adequate
water supply; however, future development requires
appropriate groundwater protection and increased
water use efficiency, to ensure supply for future
generations. Finally, environmental concerns have
arisen regarding the impact of tourists on sensitive
land surrounding national parks. Arches National
Park is so popular during peak tourist season that
lines to access the park frequently spill over onto
local roads. Similarly, campgrounds quickly fill
during the summer, and overflow of additional
campers expand onto surrounding land. This issue
is especially problematic west of Arches National
Park where undesignated camping commonly
occurs.
What will shape southeastern Utah’s future? Is
there room for continued resource extraction?
Should Moab continue south into the rural Spanish
Valley? With continued growth, how will the iconic
views of exposed red rock and unique landforms be
affected? What is the carrying capacity of the land?
These are all questions the bioregional planning
team set out to address, ultimately to clarify how
southeastern Utah might grow in the next twenty
years.

Concerned locals also identified water availability
as influential to the future of the region. Future
Photo credit: Aubie Douglas
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METHODS
To assess the region’s resources and clarify future
scenarios, a spatial modeling approach identified
areas most suitable for local biophysical features
and areas most suitable for socio-economic
features. Modeling the biophysical features
identified areas most critical for protection, while
modeling the socio-economic features identified
areas most suitable for expansion. Through this
process, we produced rankings for each feature,
which were then categorized into tiers used
to create alternative futures. Biophysical and
socioeconomic tiers were uniquely combined,
forming the basis for four different futures.
Finally, recommendations were made as to how
each possible future may come to fruition. The
bioregional team present this information as
guidance to local and regional planners to help
them select and work toward their ideal future for
the region.

Pre-Analysis:
Site visits and stakeholder meetings provided a contextual overview of the study area (Figure 2). Local
knowledge and experience clarified what people
most valued about the region. A Geodesign Planning
Workshop, hosted by Dr. Carl Steinitz, with community stakeholders also helped bring attention to
pertinent regional issues and projects that could potentially be implemented in the community. Coupled
with reviewing relevant case studies, the bioregional
planning team developed a comprehensive understanding of the issues in Southeastern Utah.

The design approach for this project follows
common land planning protocols, first collecting
a site inventory, then performing site analysis
and mapping using GIS data, to ultimately
determining future development scenarios (Toth,
1974). The bioregional planning team divided
this process into several key components, 1)
pre-analysis, 2) regional analysis, 3) biophysical
assessment modeling, 4) socio-economic allocation
modeling, and finally, 5) developing future
scenarios.

Land Use Allocation:
Using the regional socio-economic inventory, land
use allocation models were created highlighting the
spatial distribution of human development and land
uses. Clarified through the function and structure
research, each socio-economic system was modeled
to identify suitable areas for land use expansion.

Figure 2: Site Visit to Moab, Utah
Photo credit: Wenbin Xu
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Regional Analysis:
With a clear overview from the pre-analysis, an
inventory of regional biophysical features, and socio-economic features were collected. The functions
and structures of each system were investigated, to
gain insight into the dynamic history of the region.

Biophysical Assessment:
Using the regional biophysical inventory, assessment
models were created highlighting the spatial distribution of vital natural resources. Clarified through
the function and structure research, each biophysical system was modeled to identify areas critical for
protection.
Developing Future Scenarios:
As a cumulation of the previous steps, local values were synthesized into several future scenarios,
devised to foresee the future of southeastern Utah.
Using the biophysical assessment models and land
use allocation models as building blocks, future
scenarios were developed to visualize the spatial
changes across the landscape when specific planning
trajectories are extrapolated to 2040.

FIGURE 3: THE DIAGRAM SHOWS HOW ALTERNATIVE FUTURES SCENARIOS FOR THE STUDY SITE WERE CREATED AND
ASSESSED.
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FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
GEOLOGY AND SOILS

The bioregional team’s pre-analysis examined
the most valued biophysical, social and cultural
systems existing within the study site. Vital
biophysical systems included geology and
soil, water, climate, vegetation, wildlife, and
visual quality. Social and cultural systems
included history and culture, housing and
commercial development, land ownership,
grazing, agriculture, resource extraction,
tourism, and housing. Biophysical assessment
modeling and land use allocation modeling
were largely informed by the function and
structure investigations. Below each system is
clarified, providing context for the assessment/
allocation modeling, and each system’s role on the
landscape.

Geology and Soils of the
Moab Region
From a geological perspective, the study area is
comprised of one major physiographic region:
the Colorado Plateau (Figure 4). The Colorado
Plateau contains over 140,000 square miles within
the elevation range of 3,000 - 14,000 feet. It
hosts ecosystems from the Sonoran Desert to

Figure 5: Lithology of the study site.
Map: Ryan Stauffer

alpine forests. The region’s scenic beauty draws
tourists by the millions. Moab, near the center of
the region, boasts unique characteristics: rugged
plateaus, slot canyons, snow-capped mountains,
river gorges, and iconic desert habitat.
An arid climate, combined with high elevation, has
created habitat with sparse vegetation, subjecting
the substrate to strong erosive forces such as
wind, water, and large diurnal temperature fluxes.
These factors have produced some of the most
iconic landforms in the region, including Delicate
Arch, the Colorado River corridor, and Balanced
Rock.

Figure 4: Map of the Colorado Plateau
Image: http://hydrology.usu.edu
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The most prominent rock types in the study
area stem from the Jurassic Period and are
responsible for most of the geologic wonders
of Arches National Park (Figure 5). During the
early Jurassic Period (205-140 mya), most of
southern Utah was covered in deep sand dunes

FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
GEOLOGY AND SOILS

that gave rise to this sandstone formation (Figure
6). The area has been covered multiple times in
shallow oceans and sand dunes. In southeastern
Utah, the relative thickness of the sandstone is
less than other parts of the state, mostly due to
prolonged exposure to powerful erosive forces.
Slick Rock Trail and “The Wave” belong to this
rock formation.

stone and any salt that is removed allows the
upper layers to collapse, which creates valleys
(Figure 7). Because the valleys are sinking,
there are many fault lines throughout the study
area; most are reverse faults. They can move at
any time but do not pose a major public safety
risk since they cannot cause high strength
earthquakes.

The major structures comprising the study
area are broad flexures, vertical faults, and
large igneous intrusions (La Sal Mountains).
Some prominent feature specific to the region
include Paradox Valleys, where majors river
flows atypically perpendicular through the valley
instead of parallel. This feature stems from the
valleys being formed from salt dome anticlines
versus erosion. The salt dome slowly rises over
time since it is less dense than the surrounding

Although the study area contains a very diverse
set of geologic formations, the soils are rather
homogeneous. Only three soil types populate the
area: aridisols, entisols, and molisols.
Aridosols form in arid climates and cover most
deserts and xeric habitats, comprising almost
one third of Earth’s land surface. Aridisols
contains very little organic matter due to its water
deficiency.
Entisols are defined as soils with no development
deeper than the initial soil horizon. Most are
unaltered from when they were initially deposited.
Molisols are very different from entisols and
aridisols. Although they can form in arid areas,
they are most commonly associated with higher
water content and form under vegetative cover.
Their parent material is high in minerals, most
notably calcium, which turns into molisol
through decomposition and humification. Their
defining feature is the uppermost layer, which
contains high organic matter that is nutrientrich. Historically, these soils have been used for
agriculture and as a result, they are rarely found
unaltered.

Figure 6: Jurassic Period Formations

Overall, the region has extremely high bedrock
due to sedimentary sandstone. Most of the region
offers only several feet of soil before hitting
the hard sandstone bedrock. Therefore, many
surfaces are impermiable to water. This can have
major implications when deciding where to place
infrastructure or agricultural development.

Image: http://geology.gsapubs.org/content/29/4/331/F2.expansion.html
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FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
GEOLOGY AND SOILS - WATER

endangered fish species including the humpback
chub, bonytail, razorback sucker, and Colorado
pikeminnow (Upper Colorado River Endangered
Fish Program, 2016).
Mill Creek recharges Ken’s Lake, which delivers
water to Moab for municipal and agricultural
use via Pack Creek. Water quality in Ken’s lake
is considered excellent, having no direct sources
of pollution. Mill Creek Gorge is designated as a
“wild and scenic river” by the U.S. Forest Service,
which offers pollution protection to Ken’s Lake.
Figure 7: Layers of the Moab Valley.
Image: http://offices.colgate.edu/bselleck/geology120/moab%20valley%20
salt%20intruded%20anticline.pdf

Water in the Moab Region
Understanding water resource issues in the arid
Moab environment is critical to determining
the future plans for the region. Between 1955
and 2016, Mote and Sharp (2016) observed
declines in April snowpack levels for the Upper
Colorado River Watershed, as well as in the La
Sal Mountain Range. This drop in snowpack
levels has implications for water use in the entire
Upper Colorado River drainage. Decreases in
surface water flow can increase surface water
pollution, increase stress on groundwater use, and
complicate policies involving water. Therefore,
considering water quality and quantity policies
are essential for assessing and protecting the
water resources in the Moab area.
The Colorado River corridor is iconic for shaping
the distinct geological features surrounding Moab
and plays an essential role in delivering water
downstream to Arizona, Nevada, and California.
The Colorado River carries warm water with
high sediment yields during summer months
making the river a poor prospect for culinary use.
However, these same waters support endemic and
12

Several groundwater aquifers exist within our
study site. The Coconino-De Chelly Aquifer
encompasses both Moab and Castle Valley,
while the Dakota-Glen Canyon Aquifer extends
beyond the municipalities (United States
Geological Survey, 1972). Though groundwater
within the Coconino-De Chelly aquifers is
considered drinking water quality, the United
States Geological Survey suggests septic tanks
not be installed in lots less than 10-20 acres
in size to prevent nitrogen leaching (Lowe,
2007). The Bureau of Land Management has
identified several protection zones for drinking
water. Following that trend, in 2015 the Arches
Protection Zone was created to preserve all
flowing water sources that feed the Entrada
aquifer beneath Arches National Park (Utah
Division of Water Rights, 2015).
Not only are these water resources important for
consideration, but it is worth noting how water
is currently allocated in our study site. Of the
available freshwater in Grand County, 70.44% is
used in irrigation, 22.38% is allocated for public
supply, 6.75% is used in mining operations, and
the remaining 0.41% is used for grazing and
livestock (United States Geological Survey,
2000). Of the available freshwater in San Juan
County, 84.49% is used in irrigation, 10.89%
is allocated for public supply, 2.71% is used in
mining operations, 1.24% is used for grazing and
livestock, and the remaining 0.65% is consumed
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by industrial needs (Utah Water Science Center,
2000).
The necessity for an examination of water
resources for Moab, or even for the greater arid
West, may be surmised best by this 1746 quote
from Benjamin Franklin, “When the well is dry,
we know the worth of water.”

Climate of the Moab Region
Moab and Spanish Valley are located within the
Upper Colorado River Basin. Moab receives,
on average, nine inches of precipitation
annually. October is the wettest month in an
average year, approximating one inch of rain
throughout the month. The only snowfall of
the area accumulates in the La Sal Mountain
Range, which approximates ten inches yearly.
December and January are Moab’s snowiest
months (Western Regional Climate Center,
2016). In contrast, the La Sal Mountains receive
an average of 14 inches of rainfall, and over 50
inches of snowfall annually (Erley et al., 2010).
Therefore, snowpack levels in the La Sal
Mountains greatly impact the freshwater
availability to the surrounding valleys.

Implications of climate change pose several
potential threats to the Moab region such as
increased weather fluctuation leading to drought,
fire risk, and erosion.

Vegetation in the Moab Region
Vegetation types within the region are similar to
that of the Colorado Plateau ecoregion. As an arid
environment, the vegetation types that dominate
this landscape are conifer/mountain shrubs, desert
shrubs, pinyon-juniper shrubs, spots of riparian/
wetland habitat, and sagebrush/ perennial grasses.
Vegetation is primarily managed for livestock
grazing, fire control, invasive plants control, and
wildlife enhancement. Unintentional introduction
of invasive plants via recreational tourism and
livestock present the greatest risk to native
vegetation in the region. The Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) has developed a series of
Best Management Practices (BMP) that have been
implemented to reduce the spread of these species
(Moab BLM Field Office, 2005a,b). Notable nonnative invasive species include Russian olive trees,
cheatgrass and tamarisk.
The most sensitive species in our study site are
Jones cycladenia (a “threatened” species under

The Colorado River near Moab
Photo: http://static.panoramio.com/photos/large/11101063.jpg
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VEGETATION - WILDLIFE

the Endangered Species Act) and biological soil
crusts, which play a major role in the prevention
of desertification (Figure 8). Many native and
endemic species are susceptible to increasing
temperatures from a warming climate. According
to the 2005 BLM Management Report, “Nearly
every major shrub species is experiencing dieoffs, including sagebrush, blackbrush, Mormon
tea, greasewood, and rabbitbrush.” This
conversion of perennial grasses to invasive
annual species has land managers worried.

Wildlife in the Moab Region
This area is home to a variety of wildlife
including both terrestrial and aquatic species.
There are 11 federally listed animals and 50
BLM-designated “sensitive” animal species
whose habitat is found within the Grand and San
Juan county boundaries. These species include:

Figure 8: Picture of Jones cycladenia

19 mammals, 20 birds, 13 amphibians and
reptiles, seven fish, and one invertebrate. These
endangered and sensitive species are vulnerable
to human activities and encroachment.
Identifying, preserving, and protecting habitats
for endangered and sensitive species will be key
in maintaining wildlife populations in and around
the Grand and San Juan County boundaries.

Visual Quality in the Moab
Region

Photo credit: Aubin Douglas, taken near Castle Valley, Utah
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The Moab/Spanish Valley area is a visually
stunning space, which is why millions of
people annually flock to the region (Headwaters
Economics, 2011). Since the regional economy
has shifted from a mining/ extraction focus
to recreation and tourism, it is important to
maintain visual quality for the region. Many
agencies, including the National Park Service
(NPS), BLM, U.S. Forest Service (USFS),
state parks, State and Institutional Trust Land
Administration (SITLA), and local municipalities
among others, are working towards promoting
the area and accommodating the influx of
tourists, which occurs on a seasonal basis.

FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
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The BLM and NPS manage the largest portions
of our study area. Our biggest asset in studying
the regional visual quality has come in the form
of a 2011 Visual Resource Inventory (VRI) for
the area conducted by the BLM Moab Field
Office and Logan Simpson Design, Inc (Figure 9,
10). This report has classified lands as VRI Class
1, 2, 3, or 4. VRI Class 1 is the most visually
sensitive areas and requires management to
maintain them as such. Class 4 areas compose the
least sensitive viewsheds, meaning the public is
not sensitive to changes at that location. These
areas (as well as Classes 2 and 3) are more likely
to have surface disturbances if land or resource
development is deemed economically viable in the
area.

When developing land, what is visible within
these zones should be taken into consideration to
avoid another major surface disturbance like the
potash development seen at Dead Horse Point
State Park (Figure 11).

It is important to note that our study site dips
into the Monticello BLM Field Office area;
most of that land is classified as VRI Class 2.
Viewsheds near Moab, Castle Valley and the two
National Parks (Arches and Canyonlands) are the
most sensitive to land surface disturbances and
should be protected from development in order to
preserve the landscape character for the region.

Photo credit: Aubin Douglas, taken near Castle Valley, Utah
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Figure 9-above: Map created in ArcGIS with AGRC DEM data
and the Viewshed tool; views from points of interest and major
roads
Figure 9-left: Map created by Aubin Douglas using BLM-VRI
GIS data

Figure 11: View from Deaph Horse Point State Park. Clearly visible are the light blue pools from local potash mines.
Photo credit: Aubin Douglas, taken near Castle Valley, Utah
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HISTORY OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

History of Cultural
Development of the Moab
Region
The history of Moab remains an integral part of
the region’s culture. The first people that lived,
sought refuge, and sustenance in and around
southern Utah are listed below:
• Paleoindians and desert archaic people
• Freemont and Anasazi
• Shoshonean and Athapascan groups
• Early explorers
• Mormon settlers

Historically, the Old Spanish National Historic
Trail went through present day Moab in the
19th century. It was first created by the Ute
Indian Tribe and later traveled by traders from
New Mexico. The area was finally settled by
Mormon farmers and ranchers in the late 1870s.
In the early 1900s, Moab produced some of the

state’s best fruit. During the early stages, the
economy was based almost entirely on farming,
ranching, and fruit production until the early
1950s, when Moab quickly transitioned from a
uranium mining town to oil production, and then
finally to potash mining. The Department of
Energy used railways that extend from the Moab
uranium mine tailings up into Crescent Junction
(Figure 12). Today, the Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad serve as a link from Denver,
Colorado to Salt Lake City, Utah (Utah Division
of State History, 2016).
Tourism became popular in the 1920s; however,
like the uranium bust in the 60s, tourism
decreased after the Great Depression and World
War II. 50 years later, tourism began to bounce
back. Moab became not only a gateway to Arches
National Park (originally Arches National
Monument) and Canyonlands National Park,
but also gained popularity in the 1980s as a
recreational mecca for mountain biking because
of its Slickrock Trails (Utah Division of State
History, 2017).

Native American Petroglyphs, Newspaper Rock near Moab
Photo: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0c/Newspaper_Rock-Canyonlands,_Utah.jpg
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HISTORY OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT - LANDOWNERSHIP

Figure 12: Moving the Moab Mine Tailings
Photo: http://www.matthewberdyck.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/moab5.png

In recent decades, tourism has again been
on the rise. The dramatic growth in the
tourism industry is now having impacts on
the surrounding natural resources and Moab’s
current infrastructure.

Landownership in the Moab
Region
Utah’s land is controlled and managed by
a variety of different entities. The federal
government administers lands owned by the
BLM, the USFS, and the NPS. Within Utah,
lands such as state trust lands, state sovereign
lands, state wildlife reserves, and state parks
are managed by the SITLA; the Utah Division
of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands; the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources; and the Utah
Division of State Parks and Recreation. Tribal
trust lands, which are owned by Native American
Tribes, are managed by the tribe and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. Finally, private lands are
owned and managed by corporate or individual
title-holders.
18

Moab is influenced by all of these land owners.
The BLM Field Office of Moab manages issues
with recreation, such as camping, maintaining
and creating trails, hunting, and fishing. They
also deal with mineral extraction (most currently
potash), grazing, and fire control. Due to the
proximity of the La Sal National Forest, the
USFS is also involved in issues surrounding
Moab such as camping, preserving viewsheds,
timber harvest, controlling invasive species,
and water use for nearby populations. The NPS
manages the recreational use of Canyonlands
National Park and Arches National Park, which
are both within 40 miles of Moab. SITLA
lands have major influence on the Moab area
as well, and have been part of land exchanges
between the BLM and other governmental and
private entities in order to raise revenue for
public schools. The Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources has interests in the Moab area. In
1990, they purchased 894 acres of wetlands in
Moab along the Colorado River with the Nature
Conservancy. These wetlands were historically
called the Moab Slough, but are now referred to
as The Scott M. Matheson Wetlands Preserve.

FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs also has a hand
in the Moab area as the home of the native Ute
Tribe is located nearby. Finally, the Moab area
is a dynamic place for private land development
as commercial and housing agencies seek to
capitalize on the growing community.

Grazing in the Moab Region
Grazing has been a part of the western
state culture since just after the Civil War.
Opportunities were numerous and the costs
low. Not much was needed to get started in the
ranching industry due to free range on vast and
available federal lands. Cattle herds grew rapidly
and the range lands were depleted. Attempts
by lawmakers to legislate some control over
the western federal lands failed. Drought and
depression in the early 1930s forged the way for
a renewed attempt at legislative intervention
through the Taylor Grazing Act. This act made
it possible to oversee cattle operations and
required permits to graze federal lands. Also, it
made ranchers more accountable and encouraged
better practice of range management in order
to avoid the pervasive issue of overgrazing.
Poor grazing management can lead to damaged
riparian zones, soil erosion, habitat damage,
invasive species, and competition with native
fauna for food. As history has taught us, public
lands are taken advantage of without goverment
rules and management.

Cattle Grazing on BLM Land
Photo: https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/programs_grazingut_
about_photo1_0.JPG

Agriculture in the Moab
Region
Agriculture has been a major part of the
community and the economy of Moab since
the first Mormon settlers came to the region.
Agriculture was originally the base for the rural
community. Because of the climate, the area has
a longer growing season which allowed farmers
to grow a variety of different crops moreso
than some other areas in the state. Currently,
Moab’s main crops are alfalfa, pasture grasses,
vegetables, cantaloupes, watermelon and corn for
silage (Figure 13). With the continued growth in
population, agriculture and farming economies
have slowly been eroded away in lieu of a more
lucrative tourism-based industry. Subdivisions
and developments have started encroaching
upon agricultural lands, especially in the Spanish
Valley region.

Resource Extraction in the
Moab Region
Resource extraction has historical roots in
southeastern Utah. Until recently, mining has

19
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also been the backbone of the Moab/Spanish
Valley economy. Even as the recreation and
tourism industries take over as the major
economic drivers of the region, the extraction
of resources will continue to have a significant
impact on the economy, culture, and ambiance of
the area. How the extraction of these resources
is performed and managed will be an important
matter to consider during development and land
planning discussions in the future.

Oil & Gas
Oil and gas extraction is a large part of Utah’s
economy. Most of the oil and gas wells in Utah
are concentrated in the Uintah Basin. However,
there are still a significant number of wells in
the area surrounding Moab, but few of the wells
are currently producing. Of the 416 oil and gas
wells within the region, 278 (67%) of them have
been plugged and abandoned.

Potash
Potash, or potassium chloride, was discovered
in the Moab area in the 1920s and mining
explorations have been developing ever since. In
the 1960s, the mine at Cane Creek, roughly 20
miles west of Moab, was constructed. Shortly
thereafter, a methane gas explosion killed 18 of
the 25 miners who were working in the mine.
Since then, ownership of the Cane Creek mine
has changed hands a number of times and
operational changes have been implemented as
well.
Intrepid Potash, the current owner of the
mine, was formed in 2000 to purchase potash
mining operations from three other companies
located outside Moab as well as Wendover, Utah
and Carlsbad, New Mexico. Intrepid Potash
is the largest producer of muriate of potash
(MOP, or potassium chloride) in the U.S. and
20

Figure 13: Cropland near Moab Utah
Photo: https://trustlands.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/ag-moabsmall.jpg

supplies about 1.5% of the global potash market
and about 9% of the U.S. market. Due to the
geology of the region, potash reserves are found
throughout most of the region.

Uranium
Uranium was discovered in the Moab area in the
early 1900s but it was not until after World War
II, when large quantities of high-grade uranium
ore were found, that it became commercially
viable to mine and process.The main uranium
mine in Moab was operated from 1956 to 1984
by the Uranium Reduction Company and later
the Atlas Minerals Corporation, but there were
many more mining claims filed in the area. In
the late 1960s and 70s, the federal government

FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
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began to reduce its purchasing of uranium ore
which had a significant effect on the area. The
mines, which brought so much activity to the
area, began to close and those who worked the
mines were forced to look for work elsewhere.
Moab, once again, began to resemble a small
agricultural community instead of a thriving
mining town (Figure 14).
Many cases of cancer and radiation poisoning
have been blamed on the mining of uranium as
well as the waste product of the mills, called
tailings. A massive tailings pile sits just north of
Moab and is uncomfortably close to the Colorado
River and has been designated a “superfund
site.” The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
has acknowledged the detrimental effects of the
tailings pile on the environment and has taken
control over management of the site. Through
the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action
Project (UMTRA), the DOE began the process
of removing the tailing pile to a permanent
disposal site in 2008, 32 miles north of Moab at
Crescent Junction. As of 2016, 52% (8 million
tons) of the tailings pile had been removed.
While this is seen as a significant milestone,
reductions in the project’s budget has extended
the removal timeline. At the current rate, the
last of the tailings will be removed by late 2034
and groundwater remediation at the Moab site
could continue another two years after the pile is
completely removed (UMTRA, 2016).
It has been estimated that even though mining
of uranium in the Moab area has come to an
end, there are still significant amounts of ore
throughout the region. “Should demand for
nuclear power revive and the market become
viable, the Colorado Plateau may once again team
with the mines and mills of the atomic years”
(Utah Division of State History, 2016).

Figure 14: Old Uranium Mine near Moab
Photo: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/28/business/28uranium.html

Tourism in the Moab Region
Tourism became a significant part of the Moab
economy in the 1970s. After the bust of the
extraction industry, the town turned to tourism
to take it’s place. Two national parks, one state
park, and endless public lands surround Moab’s
back door, making it easy to sell the natural
amenities to sightseers from around the globe.
The tourist economy had humble beginnings. In
1962, the Moab Chamber of Commerce started
the Easter Jeep Safari to attract more visitors
(Figure 15). After its inception, it was a small
operation with one trail. Today, the Jeep Safari is
one of the biggest off road events in the world,
with 125 trails and over 1500 vehicles. Mountain
biking gained popularity in the early 1980s
when the famous Slickrock bike trail began to
draw visitors to the area (Figure 16). Slickrock
Trail is now a world-famous mountain biking
destination, hosting over 100,000 riders a year.
The trail systems surrounding town has
expanded with the increase of tourists to the
area. Today, Moab has an extensive network
of trails that support OHV’s and 4x4 activity,
mountain biking, and hiking. River activities on
the Colorado River, such as kayaking and rafting
are also very popular. The river corridor sees
21
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a lot of activity, and hosts many of the area’s
campgrounds and trailheads. The corridor also
follows the highway into scenic Castle Valley.
Today, tourism is the main economy in Moab.
Advertising campaigns, such as “The Mighty
5”, which promote Utah’s 5 national parks and
have increased visitation to the state. Tourism is
currently a 7.8 billion dollar industry in Utah.
Arches National Park saw nearly 1.4 million
visitors in 2015, and Moab has nearly 500,000
overnight visitors each year. The city is host to
many events from the Moab Music Festival to
the Moab Marathon. These events can book up
the entire city, filling up all hotels, RV parks, and
campgrounds.
While tourism is an economic boon to the area, it
also creates many challenges, including increased
traffic and excess waste for the small town. The
seasonal economic fluctuation makes it difficult
for the community to supply the infrastructure
and jobs to support high season crowds when the
off season generates little economic activity. The
town also has major housing problems. As more
second homes are built and rented to visitors, the
cost of real estate rises. Local wages have not

Figure 15: Moab Jeep Safari
Photo: Blog.Jeep.com
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kept pace, and new jobs are mostly low-paying
seasonal service jobs. The town of Moab is
looking to solve these problems and expand its
tourist industry while attracting new industries
to promote economic diversity. Trends suggest
that tourists will continue to flock to Moab. As
the tourist population increases, Moab will be
challenged to accommodate this growth while
maintaining a sense of community for the local
residents.

Housing in the Moab Region
The presence of seasonal tourism in any region
inherently introduces a host of housing issues.
Desirability as a vacation destination creates
a market for second homes. In Vail, Colorado
three out of every four dwellings are now
second homes occupied only a few weeks a year
(McMahon, 2011). Moab has not yet reached
these extremes, but high concentrations of
second homes are still problematic for the region.
Second homes consume community resources
without contributing equivalently to the
economy. They remove available housing which
artificially inflates home and property values,

FUNCTION & STRUCTURE
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pricing out service industry and community
workers who are essential to the success of the
city and the tourist industry.
In response to this problem, organizations such
as Community Rebuilds are seeking creative
solutions to house lower income residents
(Figure 17). This non-profit organization works
with qualified applicants to build strawbale
houses. This construction technique can reduce
the price of a home that would typically cost
between $260,000 - $270,000 to a much more
reasonable $170,000 (Moab Sun News, 2014).
Second homes also influence unsustainable
development strategies. Sudden increases in
property values motivate landowners, such as
farmers and ranchers, to sell their properties.
As the housing supply caters to the second
home market, low income housing opportunities
become scarce, driving up prices and decreasing
cost-effective opportunities. In order to prevent
this type of development, deed requirements are
currently being written for the Grand County

Planning Commission by Community Rebuilds
Executive Director, Emily Niehaus (Moab
Sun News, 2014). These would require all new
developments in Grand County to include a low
income housing component. This ordinance
would be impactful on the future growth of
Moab, as it will ensure the construction of low
income housing for permanent residents. It may,
however, fail to address the problem of housing
Moab’s seasonal workers. A seasonal touristbased economy presents communities with the
challenge of housing seasonal works.
Moab’s seasonal workers fill essential, but lowpaying leisure and hospitality jobs that are
typically available during peak tourist seasons.
There are a number of ways in which Moab
area leaders are attempting to address this
issue. Emulating a successful program in Park
City Utah, an Assured Housing Ordinance is
being drafted by Grand County officials. This
ordinance would require area businesses to
provide housing for their seasonal employees.
City and county officials are also revisiting

Figure 16: Mountain Biking on the Slick Rock Trail
Photo: Singletracks.com
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zoning laws in an effort to accommodate higher
housing densities and creative solutions. New
developments, such as Valley View subdivision,
have sprung up in response to more recent
zoning changes, diversifying housing options
and providing models that may prove to be more
sustainable than traditional neighborhoods
(Moab Sun News, 2014).

Figure 17: A Strawbale Home built by Community
Rebuilds
Photo: Yana Neely
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MODEL INTRODUCTION
MODELING PROCESS DESCRIPTION
An evaluation of each system’s function and
structure clarified important criteria related to
the modeling process. These criteria, obtained as
spatial data, provided the input for conducting
the site inventory and analysis.
Using ArcGIS, spatial data was aggregated and
processed to develop assessment or allocation
models for each identified system. Each model
was categorized based on two goals: assessment
models identified areas of vulnerable resources,
while allocation models determined areas
suitable for resource or land use expansion.
All assessment and allocation models followed
a similar systematic process resulting in a
categorized ranking system that determined
spatial priorities for each system (Figure 18).

The bioregional team established a procedure
for data analysis using ArcGIS ModelBuilder,
depicted in the modeling process diagram below.
This process was used to build each assessment
and allocation model. 1) Relevant spatial data,
clarified through the function and structure
investigations, were compiled into a database.
This step also unifies the spatial extent of the
data. 2) These data were then transformed and
standardized to a raster format. 3) Features for
each dataset were assigned numerical values to
differentiate data elements. 4) Raster layers were
overlaid and summed, to show resource density.
5) Final summations were reclassified, reflecting
the objective of each model.

FIGURE 18: MODELING PROCESS DIAGRAM
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
PUBLIC SAFETY

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this assessment model is to create a clear understanding of areas
deemed unsafe for people to develop, whether that be future building, implementing new
trails, or other activities. The most hazardous places are found where multiple criteria
overlap. Only five criteria were used, highlighting the most important public safety
hazards.

MODEL INPUTS
Slope
Slopes between 35% and 50%
Slopes over 50%

Landslide
Potential
Areas of past or potential landslides

Fire Risk
Severe areas of potential wildfires, mostly due to
increased vegetation

Faults
Fault lines with two-block buffer. Majority lie on edges
of salt dome collapses

Superfund
Sites
Hazardous materials from mining with long-term clean
up response with a one mile buffer from sites
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
PUBLIC SAFETY

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
Steep slopes along the Colorado River and fault lines separating Moab Valley from
Castle Valley represent the most hazardous features for the region. Fire risk is most
prevalent through Moab and into the southeastern corner of the study site in the La Sal
Mountains. The town of Moab also faces public health and safety risks from hazardous
mining materials at Superfund sites. Most of the study area falls in the least hazardous
category. Overall, steep slopes (greater than 50% slope) pose the greatest hazards, but
these slopes are sparse across the landscape.

PROCESS

Evaluation

Compile Data
Original Data

Inventory

Model

GIS Data Sources
1.

Slope: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

2.

Landslide Potential: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Geological Survey.

3.

Fire Risk: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Forestry, Fire and State Lands.

4.

Faults: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Geological Survey.

5.

Superfund Sites: United States Environmental Protection Agency.

LEGEND
Least
Hazardous
Slopes
under 35%
No safety hazards
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Least
Hazardous
One
safety hazard but in areas
under 35% slope

Least
Hazardous
One
safety hazard, occurring
between 35% and 50% slope

Least
Hazardous
Two
safety hazards

Everywhere over 50% slope
Anything containing three or
more safety hazards
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
VISUAL QUALITY

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), U.S. National Park Service (NPS), U.S.
Forest Service (USFS), state park and municipalities within the site boundary share
a vested interest in preserving the land’s natural beauty. This model highlights the
most visually sensitive and beautiful views of the area. The areas with the highest
conservation rating should be protected, while those with a low priority could
potentially be developed without severely impacting landscape character or the unique
natural amenities of the area.

MODEL INPUTS
Visual Resource Inventory
(VRI): Visual Quality, as
evaluated by the BLM
Data
Layers for
Map 1

VRI Class I - Views of
highest sensitivity and
quality
VRI Class II - Views of
some sensitivity and
quality
VRI Class III - Views of
lower sensitivity and
quality

Viewsheds
Data
Layers for
Map 2

Areas visible from major
roads

Areas visible from
points of interest
Points of
Interest (PoI)
Places designated by
the BLM as “points of
interest”
Major Roads

VRI Class IV - Views of
lowest sensitivity and
quality
Transmission Lines
Power lines in the area;
these can affect visual
quality
30

Major highways and
interstates

DATA INVENTORY
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
VISUAL QUALITY

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
Although displayed somewhat erratically, there are trends in the visual quality
assessment model. First and foremost, areas southwest of Castle Valley should be
protected, as well as land just west of Arches National Park. The southern corridor
of Highway 191 that leads in and out of Moab should be protected as well since the
area is highly visible and provides “sense of place” for locals and tourists alike. There
are sensitive views near Dead Horse Point State Park, though there is already potash
mining in the area that has a significant effect on the natural beauty of the site. This
illustrates the impact of land development choices and the lasting visual effects they can
have on a once-spectacular view.

PROCESS

Evaluation

Compile Data
Original Data

Inventory

Model

GIS Data Sources
1.

Visual Resource Inventory: Bureau of Land Management.

2.

Transmission Lines: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Viewsheds: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

4.

Points of Interest: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land Management.

5.

Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

LEGEND
Lowest Priority areas:
Least sensitive to surface
disturbances
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Low Priority areas:
Middle Priority areas:
Not very sensitive to surface Somewhat sensitive to
disturbances
surface disturbances

High Priority areas:
Highly sensitive to surface
disturbances

Highest Priority areas:
Extremely sensitive to
surface disturbances
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
VEGETATION

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
The arid and semi-arid environment of the study site is home to many native plants,
including several deemed “threatened” or “sensitive” by government agencies. This
model indicates critical habitat areas for sensitive vegetation. Areas with a high priority
designation should be protected from future development and disturbances.

MODEL INPUTS
Wetlands and
Riparian Areas
Wetland and Riparian habitat

Jones Cycladenia
(1/4 mile)
1/4 mile protection zone for “threatened” plant

Jones Cycladenia
(1/2 mile)
1/2 mile protection zone for “threatened” plant

WSA
Conservation
Easements
ACEC

NLCS Wilderness Study Area (WSA): BLM-managed
land containing sensitive wilderness areas

Land set aside by local stakeholders for non-developmental purposes
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC):
BLM-managed land deemed critically sensitive
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
VEGETATION

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
There are relatively small amounts of land that require protection from future
disturbance. However, these areas are located near both municipalities in the study area,
so urban and regional planners should be aware of the locations of sensitive vegetation
zones. To the northeast of Castle Valley, there are highly sensitive plants, called Jones
cycladenia, that are federally listed as “threatened” under the Endangered Species Act.
Between Moab and Castle Valley, south of Moab, and south of Dead Horse Point State
Park are all locations that should be left undeveloped in order to protect the sensitive
vegetation of the area.

PROCESS

Compile Data
Original Data

Evaluation
Inventory

Model

GIS Data Sources
1.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife Service.

2.

Jones Cycladenia: Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. Utah Natural Heritage Program.

3.

Wilderness Study Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife Service. Bureau of Land
Management.

4.

Conservation Easements: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land Management.

LEGEND
Lowest Priority areas:
Low Priority areas:
Average Priority areas:
There is no known sensitive There are possibly sensitive There are some sensitive
vegetation in this area
plants in this area
plants in this area
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High Priority areas:
There are likely sensitive
plants in this area

Highest Priority areas:
There are sensitive plants in
this area
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
CULTURAL/HISTORICAL SITES

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Preservation areas, rock art sites, areas of critical environmental concern, dinosaur
tracks, historical trails, and archaeological sites were criteria for evaluating cultural
or historical richness. Many site locations are classified to protect sensitive areas. The
bioregional team used the best available data to build this model.

MODEL INPUTS
Archaeology Sites

Archaeological site(s) presence known (dark blue) and
unknown (light blue)

Historic Trails

Old Spanish Historic Trail and Fremont Trail locations

Paleontology Sites

Publicly known dinosaur tracks

Rock Art Sites

Areas publicly known to contain petroglyphs and
pictographs

Cultural Sites

No surface occupancy (NSO) prohibiting oil and gas
operation to protect sensitive surface resources (BLM)

Environmental
Concern

Designated areas of cultural importance needing
significant preservation (BLM)
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
CULTURAL/HISTORICAL SITES

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
This model indicates that the majority of cultural and historical sites are located
southwest of Highway 191. Very few specific sites are identified. This is due to the
sensitive nature of cultural and historical spatial data, as researchers do not disclose
exact sites to protect their integrity. However, some sites have been identified as
highly critical by the model. These sites, southwest of Moab and Route 191, have
archaeological and paleontological significance.

PROCESS

Compile Data
Original Data

Evaluation
Inventory

Model

GIS Data Sources
1.

Archaeology Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

2.

Historical Trails: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. National Park Service.

3.

Paleontology Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

4.

Rock Art Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

5.

Cultural Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

6.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land Management.

LEGEND
Possibly Critical
Cultural Preservation Areas
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Critical
Cultural Preservation Areas

Moderately Critical
Cultural Preservation Areas

Highly Critical
Cultural Preservation Areas
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
WATER RESOURCES

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Understanding water resource issues in the arid Moab environment is critical for
determining future plans for the region. Considering water quality, quantity, and water
policies are essential for assessing the water resources in the Moab area and larger
study site. Rivers, streams, lakes, wetlands, riparian areas, aquifers, and groundwater
protection zones were criteria for evaluating southeastern Utah’s water resources.

MODEL INPUTS

Rivers, Streams, Includes the Colorado River, Pack Creek,
Mill Creek, and Ken’s Lake
Lakes
Wild and Scenic The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act includes
Mill Creek Gorge from our study site
Rivers
Wetlands and
Riparian Areas

Regional inventory of wetlands and riparian habitat

Aquifers

Includes the discharge and recharge areas surrounding
Moab and Castle Valley

Groundwater protection zones based on the 2015
Arches
Protection Zone Arches Protection Zone Act
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
WATER RESOURCES

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
Results from the water resources model identify several spatial trends. First, lakes and
wetlands in close proximity to the Colorado River, and within the valleys, represent
areas most valuable for water resource conservation. Next, wetlands located between
the Colorado River and the west edge of Moab identify as highly valued conservation
areas. Though not as highly ranked, groundwater recharge/discharge areas within
Moab valley and Castle Valley also identify as conservation regions. This model
suggests water policies are best served to protect water quantity and quality in the
Moab and Castle Valley aquifers.

PROCESS

Compile Data
Original Data

Evaluation
Inventory

Model

GIS Data Sources
1.

Rivers, Streams, Lakes: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Wild and Scenic Rivers: United States Forest Service.

3.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife Service.

4.

Aquifers: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Arches Protection Zone: Utah Department of Water Rights.

LEGEND
Areas least valuable to water
resource conservation
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Areas with less value to water
resource conservation

Areas with some value to water Areas with more value to water Areas most valuable to water
resource conservation
resource conservation
resource conservation
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
WILDLIFE

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Despite the arid landscape, diversity in wildlife exists within the study area. The area
is home to many game species, as well as several federally threatened and sensitive
species. The presence of game species offers recreational opportunities while threatened
and sensitive species require protection. The bioregional team used these species
distributionsto determine species richness within the study site by counting the number
of species found in an area. Additional consideration was given to endangered species
compared to game species. Data availability provided some limitations; only three of six
threatened or sensitive species had spatial data available for analysis.

MODEL INPUTS

Wildlife Habitat

These species are common in and around the study
area:
•
Elk
•
Pronghorn
•
Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep
•
Mule Deer
•
Desert Bighorn Sheep
•
California Quail
•
Black Bear
•
Dusky (Blue) Grouse
•
Wild Turkey
•
Chukar

Within the study area there are six endangered
species. Data was available for:
•
Bonetail Chub
•
Razorback Sucker
•
Gunnison Grouse
Endangered Species
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Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Gunnison Grouse

p

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Razorback Sucker

Chukar

p

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Elk

p

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Mule Deer

p

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Desert Bighorn Sheep

p

p

Source: Esri DigitalGlobe GeoEye Earthstar Geographics CNES/Airbus DS USDA USGS AeroGRID IGN and the GIS User Community

Pronghorn

p
Wild Turkey

Endangered Species
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
WILDLIFE

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
This model highlights species richness for game species and endangered species within
the study site, based on best available data. Areas with greater richness are important
areas for conservation and wildlife protection. The ranking process favored endangered
species over other species present, to ensure that endangered species are given
increased priority. Areas with high richness may also represent areas most sensitive to
development. Overall, species richness was greatest in the southeastern corner of the
study site near the La Sal Mountain Range. Richness was also high in the Colorado
River system due to the presence of Bonetail Chub and Razorback Sucker.

PROCESS

COMPILE DATA
ORIGINAL DATA

EVALUATION
INVENTORY

MODEL

GIS Data Sources
1.

Wildlife Species: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

2.

Endangered Species: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

LEGEND
Low Weighted Richness
1 - 2 Species
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Moderate Weighted Richness
3 - 4 Species

High Weighted Richness
5 - 6 Species

Highest Weighted Richness
7 - 8 Species
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
GRAZING

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Grazing occurs on federal, state, and private land within the study site, making it an
important land use for modeling considerations. Meetings with stakeholders expressed
concern over grazing permits and their effects of natural ecosystems. By specifically
targeting areas most suitable for grazing, the bioregional team hopes to better balance
conflicts between grazing and natural vegetation and wildlife areas. Grazing areas
were identified by categorizing purchasable or leaseable land, grazeable vegetation, and
categorizing slopes. Slopes greater than 45% were deemed too steep for grazing.

MODEL INPUTS
Grazing Land Use
Slopes too steep for grazing (>45%)
Suitable vegetation: Cheatgrass Dominant
Land available for grazing: Federal, State, Private
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ASSESSMENT MODELS
GRAZING

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
Grazing potential is greatest adjacent to the Colorado River and along Spanish and
Castle Valleys. The model further indicates that land southeast of Moab, along Highway
191, offers highly suitable land for grazing. Finally, land running parallel to Interstate
70, north of Arches National Park, offers high potential for grazing, largely related to
the presence of suitable vegetation types.
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GIS Data Sources
1.

Steep slopes: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

2.

Suitable Vegetation: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

3.

Available Land: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

LEGEND
Least Suitable for
grazing domestic
livestock.
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livestock specifically
sheep and goats
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for grazing domestic
livestock

Suitable for grazing
domestic livestock

Most Suitable for
grazing domestic
livestock
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ASSESSMENT MODEL
AGRICULTURAL LAND

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Growth from tourism in Moab has increased the demand for housing. Many
people relocate as retirees, or seek out second homes. This type of development
has limited existing agricultural lands, which may tempt farmers to sell their
land for development. This model aimed to protect current and existing
farmland, important for rural landscape character, and the local farming economy.
The model shows the locations of agricultural land with different irrigation
opportunities.

MODEL INPUTS
Types of Irrigated Farm Land
Irrigated Land
Sub-Irrigated Land
Not Irrigated

GIS Data Sources
1.
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Water Related Land Use: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Water Resources.
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ALLOCATION MODELS
RESOURCE EXTRACTION

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Until recent decades, resource extraction has been the backbone of the economy in the
Moab/Spanish Valley region. How and where the extraction of resources is performed
and managed is an important consideration for development and land planning
decisions. For future plans, it would be prudent to focus extraction—drilling, mining,
transportation, etc.—in the areas with the highest resource value, or where the most
resources are concentrated.

MODEL INPUTS

Coal Areas of moderate value coal deposits

Oil & Gas Areas of oil & gas deposits

Uranium Areas of uranium deposits with low to moderate
Districts potential
Potash Areas of low to moderate value potash deposits

Minerals Areas of other mineral deposits which could include
gold, copper, potassium, magnesium, cobalt and
nickel
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ALLOCATION MODELS
RESOURCE EXTRACTION

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
This model shows concentrations of extractive resources in the study site. The area
around Dead Horse Point State Park is the largest area with highest concentrations of
coal, oil and gas, and mineral resources. Interestingly, the state park in the area may be
impacted by new extractive infrastructure surrounding the park. This area will likely
experience significant conflict between extraction and other land uses. However, there
are other areas further southeast of Dead Horse Point State Park and two more to
the north of Arches National Park that also have higher concentrations of extractive
resources.
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MODEL

GIS Data Sources
1.

Coal: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Oil/Gas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Natural Resources-Oil Gas Mining.

3.

Uranium Districts: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

4.

Potash: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Minerals: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Geological Survey.

LEGEND
No Resource Value
No Resources Present
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Low Resource Value
1 Resource Present

Moderate Resource Value
2 Resources Present

Good Resource Value
3 Resources Present

High Resource Value
4 Resources Present
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ALLOCATION MODELS
HOUSING

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
The seasonal nature of Moab’s tourism-driven economy, coupled with the large
proportion of second homes in the area make it difficult for qualified workers to find
housing. This model identifies areas for future development in order to resolve current
housing issues in southeastern Utah.

MODEL INPUTS

INVENTORY MAP 1

Buildable Lands
Buildable Lands: SITLA, Private
Within 1 mile of current residence areas
Within 2 miles of current residence areas
Within 4 miles of current residence areas

INVENTORY MAP 2

Distance from Major Roads
Within .5 miles
Within 1 mile
Within 2 miles
Further than 2 miles

Soil Limits for housing development without
basements
Not rated
Very limited
Somewhat limited
Not limited
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ALLOCATION MODELS
HOUSING

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
This model illustrates suitable locations where future housing development could be
implemented. It synthesizes proximity to existing housing, land ownership, access
to roads, soil quality, and slope impacts on the suitability of land for further housing
development. Areas most suitable for housing generally lie within municipal boundaries,
though some locations south of Moab may also be potential sites for development.
Densification options exist within Moab, but areas southeast of Moab into Spanish
Valley also offer development opportunities.
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COMPILE DATA
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MODEL

GIS Data Sources
1.

Buildable Lands, proximity to residence areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Distance from Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Soil Limits for housing development: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Department of AgricultureNatural Resource Conservation Service.

LEGEND
Least Suitable for
housing development
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Less Suitable for
housing development

Somewhat Suitable
for housing
development

Suitable for housing
development

Most Suitable for
housing development
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ALLOCATION MODELS
HOUSING

MODEL PROCESS
FURTHER EVALUATION
This version of the housing model shows the suitability of privately or SITLA-owned
land for residential development. Lands that are screened from development, indicated
in white, include state and national parks, BLM land, and the Manti-La Sal National
Forest.
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GIS Data Sources
1.

Buildable Lands, proximity to residence areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Distance from Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Soil Limits for housing development: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Department of AgricultureNatural Resource Conservation Service.

LEGEND
Least Suitable for
housing development
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Somewhat Suitable
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Suitable for housing
development

Most Suitable for
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ALLOCATION MODELS
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
The Moab economy is currently dependent upon seasonal tourism. While tourism has
certain economic advantages- it’s responsible for the most recent boom in the regionthe seasonal nature of tourism has created a number of challenges. Economic diversity
may help reduce seasonal fluctuations in the Moab economy. This model is intended to
identify areas in the region that are best suited for commercial/industrial development.

MODEL INPUTS
INVENTORY MAP 1

Distance from Major Roads
Within .5 miles
Within 1 miles
Within 2 miles
No Data

INVENTORY MAP 1-DISTANCE FROM ROADS
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ALLOCATION MODELS
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
This model identified areas best suited for commercial/industrial expansion and
business development. The most suitable areas are located in and around Moab and
Castle Valley, where building conditions, internet access, and proximity to roads are
favorable. Pockets of suitable development, north in the study site along Interstate 70,
likely score higher than the lesser rated surroundings due to high quality of broadband
service and proximity to roads.
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COMPILE DATA
ORIGINAL DATA

EVALUATION
INVENTORY

MODEL

GIS Data Sources
1.

Distance from Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Culinary Water Supply: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Water Resources. Utah Department of
Natural Resources.

3.

Soil Limits from Commercial Development: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Department of
Agriculture-Natural Resource Conservation Service.

4.

Number of Broadband Providers: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Governor’s Office of Economic
Development.

LEGEND
Least Suitable for New Business
Development
Outside Service Areas
Outside Enterprise Zones
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Poor Suitability for New Business
Development
Poor Services
Not Private or State Land

Possibly Suitable for New Business
Development
Some available Services

Suitable for New Business
Development
Good Services
Appropriate Land Ownership

Most Suitable for New Business
Development
Good Services
Appropriate Land Ownership
Proximity to Road and Rail
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ALLOCATION MODELS
RECREATION

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
This model is designed to identify areas best suited for the expansion of recreation
amenities such as campgrounds, restrooms, and waste collection points. Identifying
areas currently receiving the highest concentrations of use, areas that bear a strong
relationship with the region’s roads and rivers networks, and areas with appropriate
slope for construction, will indicate where recreation resources can be concentrated.

MODEL INPUTS
Recreational Key Use Areas
Trails
Trailheads, campgrounds, and
boat ramps

In order to determine concentrations of
recreational use in the Moab area we chose 3 key
use indicators:
Boat Ramps, BLM Campgrounds, Trailheads
Combining these uses, we used a Kernel Density
tool to determine current clusters of heavy
recreational use.
The Moab area hosts an extensive network of
trails used by hikers, mountain bikers, and offroad vehicles.
We used a Kernel Density operator in order
to determine the highest concentrations of
established trail density in the area.

Slope
Steep Slopes > 16%
7 - 16% Slope
0 - 7% Slope

Rivers and Roads
Major Roads
Rivers

We have identified slopes between 0% and 7%
as being best suited for expansion of recreation
resources. Slopes between 7% and 16% have
been identified as being somewhat suitable
resource expansion. Any slope greater than
16% has been identified as not suitable for the
expansion of recreational resources.
All of the area’s major roads were given a half mile
buffer. Within this buffer, roads were determined
to share a positive relationship with recreation
sites.
Rivers were given a 300 foot buffer. This buffer
represents a riverside relationship for recreation
activities.
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ALLOCATION MODELS
RECREATION

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
The most suitable recreation expansion follows the Colorado River, and near popular
trailheads. These areas are proximate to Moab, Dead Horse Point State Park, and along
Highway 191 west of Arches National Park. These areas are not exceedingly steep
and have some existing closeby recreational infrastructure. Expansion of recreational
opportunities are minimal north of Castle Valley, largely due to limitations in existing
trails and steep slopes.
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GIS Data Sources
1.

Recreational Key Use Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Natural Resources.

2.

Slope: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

3.

Rivers and Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

LEGEND
Least Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Steep Slope
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Poor Suitability for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
No Key Use Indicators
No Trails network

Possibly Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Appropriate Slope
Some relation to Key use and
Trails Network

Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Appropriate Slope
Positive Relationship to Key Use
and Trails Network

Most Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Appropriate Slope
Best Relationship to Key Use and
Trails Network
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ALLOCATION MODELS
SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

CRITERIA
OBJECTIVE
Municipalities within the study area are looking to diversify their economy and
alternative energy production may represent a sustainable economic option. This model
identifies areas suitable for solar energy production based on incoming solar radiation,
and factors relevant to panel installation, monitoring, and energy deployment.

MODEL INPUTS
INVENTORY MAP 1

Solar Radiation Reaching the Ground
6,814 - 7,800 kW/m^2/day
6,375 - 6,814 kW/m^2/day
5,632 - 6,375 kW/m^2/day
4,468 - 5,632 kW/m^2/day
144 - 4,468 kW/m^2/day

Buffer of Major Roads
.5 mile from major roads

INVENTORY MAP 2
Existing transmission lines with 150 ft buffer
BLM solar zones

Distance from Municipalities
0 - 500 meters
500 - 1,000 meters
1,000 - 2,500 meters
2,500 - 5,000 meters
5,000 - 7,500 meters
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ALLOCATION MODELS
SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

MODEL PROCESS
EVALUATION
Several large areas are suitable for the development of solar panels. Solar energy
development is possible along Interstate 70 and Highway 191. These areas receive high
amounts of solar radiation, have relatively flat slopes, are near transmission lines and
major roads. Two other mentionable sites are northwest of Dead Horse Point State
Park and in the southern portion of Spanish Valley, south of Moab. Finally, Moab and
Castle Valley meet the criteria for solar development, but other existing infrastructure
may impede implementation. However, roof top implementation is possible in denser
urban areas.
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GIS Data Sources
1.

Solar Radiation reaching ground: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Renewable Energy Zones.

2.

Buffer of Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Existing Transmission lines buffered: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

4.

BLM Solar Zones: Bureau of Land Management.

5.

Distance from Municipalities: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

LEGEND
Lowest potential for future solar Minor potential for future solar
energy development.
energy development.
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Average potential for future
solar energy development.

Some potential for future solar
energy development.

Highest potential for future
solar energy development.
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FUTURE SCENARIOS
Planners are tasked with considering the future
needs of communities and stakeholders while
taking steps to secure a sustainable future.
Unfortunately, the future is dictated by many
unknowns that can be difficult to foresee. One
way to address the uncertainty of the future is
to explain a variety of possible future scenarios.
Using this rationale, four future alternatives
based on distinct scenarios were developed to
help local and regional stakeholders glimpse the
future for southeastern Utah circa 2040.
A suite of future scenarios was developed
to characterize four unique outcomes,
or Alternative Futures. The scenarios
explored different implications of favoring
tourists versus local economy as well as the
future consequences of conservation versus
development (Figure 19). After several site
visits, including meetings with a variety
of local stakeholders, the bioregional team
compiled lists of the issues facing the region,
the values held by local stakeholders, internal
and external driving forces, and future
uncertainties (Figure 20). These lists clarify
several trends for southeastern Utah: Tourism,
resource availability and topography are all
driving forces for the region. Housing, water
resources, and the region’s carrying capacity
were issues repeatedly identified during
meetings with stakeholders. Political, climatic,
and technological uncertainties will influence
the region in the coming decades. Finally,
sense of place, natural land preservation,
and economic diversity were greatly valued
amongst the stakeholders. With these lists, the
bioregional team identified several polarized
trends. Housing development and economic
diversity were highly valued by some,
while others valued natural views and land
conservation. Another theme identified by the
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bioregional team was how tourists’ short-term
needs differ from locals’ long term needs. Using
these dichotomies, an X,Y plot was developed
with the X-axis representing the spectrum of
development to conservation, and the Y-axis
representing the differing interests of the
tourists and local citizens. By visualizing the
regional issues on the X,Y plot, the bioregional
team achieved the desired goal of identifying
several unique scenarios.
The first scenario, “Business as Usual”,
represents the plan trend, where existing
policies remain unchanged. This scenario is
considered to be located at the intersection of
the two axes, favoring neither conservation or
development, nor tourists over locals.
Next, an “Iconic Landscapes” scenario
emphasizes the need of local citizens as well as
landscape conservation, over tourist’s needs and
development.
Conversely, an “Economic Diversity” future
reflects the goals outlined by the ASAP
Report and Grand County 2012 General Plan,
favoring development over conservation, and
the requirements of the local population over
tourists.
The final scenario favors tourist’s interests
over those of the locals, and slightly favors
conservation over development, deemed the
“Recreation and Amenities” future.
Each scenario is based on a distinct set of
assumptions and extrapolations to explain what
the future looks like. Each Alternative Future is
further examined in the following pages.

FUTURE SCENARIOS
SCENARIOS GRAPH

Figure 19: X,Y plot assessing the values of locals within the study site.

Figure 20: Members of the bioregional team assessing community and stakeholder
values.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
HOW THE FUTURES ARE BUILT
The following diagram illustrates the process by which the Alternative Futures for the study area were created and evaluated.

PRE-ANALYSIS: IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDER & COMMUNITY ISSUES

Tourism

Spanish Valley
Development

Economic
Diversity

Energy/Mining

GROUPED INTO SCENARIOS

Multiple
Land Owners

Water Resources

+

Affordable
Housing

Agriculture

=

ALTERNATIVE FUTURES

+

Business As Usual

Economic Diversity

Iconic Landscapes

Recreation and Amenities

BIOPHYSICAL ASSESSMENT MODELS

Viewsheds
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Water Resources

Cultural / Historic Sites

Vegetation

Wildlife

Public Health & Safety

LAND USE SUITABILITY ALLOCATION MODELS
TIERED & LAYERED BY PRIORITY

Recreation

Scenic Landscapes
Different community issues and values are
represented in each Alternative Future. These
futures represent a spectrum of values of the
people (locals and tourists) and the place
(conservation vs. development). The futures are
mapped by overlaying the land use suitability
models in varying orders of priority.

Commercial & Industrial

Housing

Grazing

Extraction

Each alternative future is assessed
by overlaying it with the biophysical
assessment models to determine their
compatibility. The futures are also rated
based on their compatibility with the
other suitability models.

=

Solar Energy

ALTERNATIVE FUTURES ASSESSMENT
Land Use Suitability
Recreation

Commercial

Housing

Viewsheds

Water Resources

Historic Sites

Grazing

Extraction

Solar Energy

Vegetation

Public Safety

Business As Usual
Economic Diversity
Iconic Landscapes
Recreation & Amenities

Land Use Vulnerability
Wildlife

Business As Usual
Economic Diversity
Iconic Landscapes
Recreation & Amenities

Favorable

Somewhat Favorable

Unfavorable
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
FROM ALLOCATION MODELS TO TIERS
Each future prioritizes different land uses in order to achieve that Alternative Future’s goals and preferred
outcomes. Futures are built by overlaying the land use allocation models (commercial, housing, solar, etc.) that
are deemed most important to shape each future.
In preparation to build the Alternative Futures, the five suitability categories of land use allocation models
were consolidated into three tiers of lands use suitability. Tier one represents the very best area for a
particular land use-the area that would be developed first. Tier two includes the best land of Tier one and
expands it to encompass the next best area for that land use. Finally, Tier three encompasses the area from
both Tiers one and two and adds minimally suitable land to the selection. Areas not suitable for a land use are
not included in the tiering. The tiers build upon each other and form a hierarchy of building blocks that are
selected for each Alternative Future. In other words, if a land use is a high priority in an Alternative Future,
then more tiers would be incorporated in that Future. Tier three is the most inclusive, encompassing the most
land area, while Tier one includes only the most critical and suitable areas for a particular land use.
For example, the top level of suitability in the recreation model was grouped into Tier one, the most critical
places needed for recreation to be successful. Tier two includes the next most suitable areas for recreation, and
Tier three adds potentially suitable land to this selection. Areas not suitable for recreation were not included
in a tier, since that area would not be of value in a future that prioritized recreation (Figure 21).

Moon over Moab - from Flickr’s Creative Commons
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TIERING THE RECREATION MODEL
Least Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Steep Slope

Poor Suitability for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
No Key Use Indicators
No Trails network

P
Possibly
Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
R
Appropriate Slope
Some relation to Key use and
Trails Network

Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Appropriate Slope
Positive Relationship to Key Use
and Trails Network

Most Suitable for the Expansion of
Recreation Resources
Appropriate Slope
Best Relationship to Key Use and
Trails Network

Recreation Tier 1
Only the most critical lands for
recreation
Recreation Tier 2: Includes tiers 1 and 2
The most critical & next best lands for recreation

Recreation Tier 3: Includes tiers 1, 2, and 3
The most encompassing
Includes all appropriate lands for recreation
Not Used
Only suitable lands needed for
alternative futures

Not Used
Only suitable lands needed for
alternative futures

Figure 21: Highlights how the tiers are created from the 5 levels of suitability. Not all of the allocation
model’s tiers are created in such a linear fashion. This is because some land uses need more emphasis than
others in the futures in order to achieve goals that are based on their systems. The figure below shows which
levels of suitability go into each model’s tiers.

ALLOCATION MODEL TIERING FOR ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
Extraction

No Resources Present

1 Resource Present

2 Resources Present

3 Resources Present

4 Resources Present

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Solar Energy

Lowest Potential for
Future Solar Energy
Development

Minor Potential for Future
Solar Energy Development

Average Potential for
Future Solar Energy
Development

Some Potential for Future
Solar Energy Development

Highest Potential for
Future Solar Energy
Development

Solar E. Tiering

Not used

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Least Suitable for Grazing
Domestic Livestock

Limited Suitability
for Grazing Domestic
Livestock

Suitable for Grazing
Domestic Livestock

More Suitable for Grazing
Domestic Livestock

Most Suitable for Grazing
Domestic Livestock

Grazing Tiering

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 2

Tier 1

Commercial/
Industrial

Areas Least Suitable to
Commercial/Industrial
Uses

Areas Less Suitable to
Commercial/Industrial
Uses

Areas Somewhat Suitable
to Commercial/Industrial
Uses

Areas More Suitable to
Commercial/Industrial
Uses

Areas Most Suitable to
Commercial/Industrial
Uses

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 2

Tier 1

Areas Least Suitable for
Housing Development

Areas Less Suitable for
Housing Development

Areas Somewhat Suitable
for Housing Development

Areas More Suitable for
Housing Development

Areas Most Suitable for
Housing Development

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 1

Areas Least Suitable
for Recreational
Infrastructure
Development

Areas Less Suitable
for Recreational
Infrastructure
Development

Areas Somewhat
Suitable Recreational
Infrastructure
Development

Areas More Suitable
for Recreational
Infrastructure
Development

Areas Most Suitable
Recreational
Infrastructure
Development

Not used

Not used

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Extraction Tiering

Grazing

Comm/Ind. Tiering

Housing
Housing Tiering

Recreation

Recreation Tiering
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
BUSINESS AS USUAL
OBJECTIVES
As the popularity of tourism and recreation in southeastern Utah grows, the demand
for tourist-based amenities will continue its upward trend, with Arches National Park
alone receiving well over the current 1.5 million visitors every year. The need for tourist
accommodation will continue to drive the development in Moab and southeastern Utah.
Without direction and cooperation between the varying land management agencies in the
region (BLM, NPS, USFS, SITLA), the Business as Usual future will lack a cohesive vision for
future development, which may lead to a rise in urban sprawl. If this future comes to fruition,
the region can expect extensive development in housing, commercial, recreation, and mineral
extraction industries.

HOW THIS FUTURE IS BUILT
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
BUSINESS AS USUAL WITH LANDOWNERSHIP
WHAT THIS FUTURE LOOKS LIKE
Assuming an economics-based bottom line, coupled with a loosely regulated approach to development, the
unique views offered by southeastern Utah may be jeopardized. Housing development may expand south
into Spanish Valley along major roads, notably along Highway 128 near Fisher Towers. Though pressure for
adding additional housing and commercial enterprises may be alleviated, unplanned growth may inadvertently
impact natural areas and the benefits they provide for residents. Recreation infrastructure has expanded,
especially west of Arches National Park and south of the Colorado River. Mineral extraction opportunities
are most feasible near Dead Horse State Park, in the La Sal mountains and north of Arches National Park, so
visible mineral extraction projects are expected to grow in these areas, impacting the viewshed.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL NEAR I-70
There is an ideal spot for a commercial/industrial zone complex near I-70 and Crescent Junction. The
intersection of I-70 and highway 191 create ample opportunity for transporting goods and people. In
addition, the enterprise zones in the area offer opportunities for business investment via financial aid.
Multiple broadband providers service the area, ensuring good telecommunications connectivity for
business. Nearby mineral development (just north of the study area, and south of I-70) should use this
intersection and industrial zone as a base for operations for exporting and importing goods.

• PROTECT VISUAL QUALITY
Bordering the western edge of the Manti-La Sal National Forest are enterprise zones which encourages
businesses to develop the land to bring more jobs and industry to the area. However, due to the close
proximity of the beautiful La Sal Mountains, the bioregional team recommends policies be put in place to
protect the visual quality of these scenic areas from development for future generations’ enjoyment.

• ADDITIONAL POTASH MINING
SR 279 out of northern Moab snakes along the Colorado River and finally dead-ends about 2.5 miles outside
of Dead Horse Point State Park. While this area is remarkably striking and beautiful, there is already potash
development impacting the views on the eastern side of the park. SR 279 conveniently ends at an enterprise
zone that would promote further potash mining and development since there is potash infrastructure
and powerlines nearby. The access to a main road and proximity to other potash infrastructure, as well as
powerlines and the town of Moab, make this a likely area for this growing industry.

• DEVELOPMENT REPLACING SPANISH VALLEY AGRICULTURE
While the farming community holds a prominent and special place in the heart of Moab’s history,
current economic trends will cause housing and commercial development to expand further south into
Spanish Valley. Due to access to culinary water (groundwater), powerlines, highway 191, and proximity
to downtown Moab, this area is ripe for the picking by housing and commercial developers. Soils in this
area range from “suitable” to “very limited” in terms of what can be developed on these lands, so some
intermittent agriculture should remain on soils deemed unsuitable for development. Spanish Valley is
predominantly covered by enterprise zones, encouraging the spread of new housing and businesses, while
the slope is relatively flat for the area, making it an ideal place for expansion.
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A landownership mask: dark areas on the map highlight buildable and developable lands,
and light areas are owned by federal or state agencies and are not as amenable to change.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
ICONIC LANDSCAPES
OBJECTIVES
In this alternative future, growth is centralized around existing urban centers,while
protection areas are identified for important land, air, and water resources. The Iconic
Landscape Future emphasizes protecting areas with good views, areas important for
wildlife, and areas important for clean drinking water. This future plans for growth that
does not interfere with the natural beauty of the region or the unique attractions central to
southeastern Utah.
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PROS:
• Safeguarding the stunning views
• Clean drinking water
• Fish and wildlife based recreation
opportunities
• Working farms and ranches
• Focuses development around
existing urban areas
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
ICONIC LANDSCAPES WITH LANDOWNERSHIP
WHAT THIS FUTURE LOOKS LIKE
When considering the effects of tourists and the potential impacts of unregulated growth in the region, there
should be efforts to create land planning solutions that protect the iconic landscape in Moab and southeastern
Utah. In this future, protected areas are most prevalent southeast of Moab and Castle Valley, extending into
the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Protection continues for the Colorado River heading southwest from Moab,
connecting with protected areas south of Dead Horse Point State Park. Housing development is centralized
to Moab, and along Highway 128 near Fisher Towers. Economic growth is focused in Moab, and to a lesser
extent Castle Valley. Castle Valley also offers opportunities for solar energy development. Recreational
infrastructure is limited to existing areas so the recreational impacts on the landscape are minimized and
restricted to existing trails. Development continues south from Moab about halfway into Spanish Valley to
maintain an urban center.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• PROTECT HABITAT
The Manti-La Sal National Forest is managed by the U.S. Forest Service. Their mission is: “To sustain the
health, diversity, and productivity of the Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present
and future generations.” In order to sustain the current populations of wild flora and fauna in the area,
protections from development and grazing should be used to curtail impacts on the Manti-La Sal
National Forest in order to preserve migration corridors and important habitat for native species (see
page 49).

• DENSIFY DOWNTOWN MOAB
In order to preserve the cultural rural heritage of Moab settlement, as well as the agricultural industry of
the area, the bioregional team recommends densifying the town of Moab with multi-family housing. This
has many benefits, including decreasing infrastructure management costs (e.g. not needing to expand
with more roads, sewer systems, or powerlines), building a sense of community where people have more
interaction with their neighbors, and promotes a healthier lifestyle via active commuting to jobs within
Moab, and not needing to commute from outside of Moab. By containing development within Moab, the
surrounding open space will be preserved for recreation and rural character.

• USE WATER RESOURCES WISELY
As the population continues to grow in the region, it would be prudent for residents and commercial
enterprises to adopt water conservation policies in order to ensure adequate water quantity and quality
in the coming years. Moab has access to unpolluted groundwater, but if the area grows unchecked and
continues to use water as it is currently, the source will become depleted. By implementing grey-water
policies (i.e. reusing relatively clean waste water from baths, sinks, and appliances), and rain barrel
programs, water resources can be protected for future generations.

• PRESERVE VIEWS AT DEAD HORSE POINT
Dead Horse Point State Park provides unique views of the surrounding area, including panoramas of
giant oxbows of the mighty Colorado River. However, the views to the southeast of the park are already
hindered by turquoise potash extraction pools. On a clear day, one can see red rock canyons for miles in
nearly every direction. This park was created to enjoy these views, and care should be taken to preserve
them for the next generation.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
ECONOMIC DIVERSITY
OBJECTIVES
The Economic Diversity Future emphasizes sectors such as local agriculture, solar power,
extractive industry, grazing, and commercial and industrial development in order to reduce
the region’s dependence on tourist-based income. In order to accommodate this economic
growth, affordable housing will be built near major roads and municipalities to reduce costs
of development. This future aims to reduce the economic reliance on tourism by promoting
diverse business interests.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
ECONOMIC DIVERSITY WITH LANDOWNERSHIP
WHAT THIS FUTURE LOOKS LIKE
Industrial and commercial “hot spots” sprout along the I-70 corridor in the vicinities of Thompson Springs, Crescent
Junction and Cisco, as well as just west of Arches National Park where enterprise zones, extractive resources and
Highway 191 promote the construction of a business hub centered around commercial development. The area just
north of the intersection of County Road 313 and Highway 191 is a stopping point for tourists on their way into and
out of Moab, as well as natural resource production. Castle Valley and Spanish Valley also have potential to grow in
terms of solar power, agricultural land, and affordable housing. Extraction of potash and natural gas and oil occur
within the site boundary, and retain the history or Moab’s mining past. Business centers in Moab have sprung up
and attract local outdoor recreation based companies. Tech companies searching for beautiful places to expand their
businesses to flock to Moab since it has wide broadband coverage and access to a major interstate and a larger airport.
The region’s demographics have now swung towards younger families and retirees.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• SOLAR FARM NEAR I-70

The region near Crescent Junction and Thompson Springs at the intersection of I-70 and highway 191 is
flat, has other infrastructure, relatively unimportant views, access to the power grid, and enterprise zones,
making it a perfect area to implement a solar farm to harvest the region’s most prevalent resource – solar
energy. Here, a solar energy farm keeps the energy power source close to those who can use it – Crescent
Junction, Thompson Springs, Moab, and Castle Valley. There are several large transmission lines running
from this intersection along 191 into Moab. Other municipalities who have developed solar energy as their
main source of power have utilized the already disturbed area underneath transmission lines for more solar
farming. This works well for areas that are relatively flat, and easy to access.

• GRAZING AND EXTRACTION ON APPROPRIATE BLM LANDS
To support multiple sectors of the economy that do not rely on tourism, grazing and extractive industries
will be encouraged to use BLM land that suits their uses (e.g. has appropriate forage for sheep and cattle,
or likely has mineral deposits), and is away from popular recreation spots, such as Dead Horse Point State
Park.

• CREATE AN ECONOMIC HUB NEAR CANYONLANDS INTERSECTION
At the intersection of highways 191 and 313 a large enterprise zone intersects overhead powerlines, which
make it an ideal location for economic development. Either extractive or commercial industries could be
situated here. Commercial businesses that catered to tourists would do especially well if a second exit out
of Arches National Park were opened on the west side. The development of this piece of land would provide
some much needed relief in the way of tourist amenities and hospitality.

• COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL NEAR I-70
As the Utah State University – Moab campus expands, business parks and tech industries should populate
the surrounding areas. Perhaps a tech school for renewable energy should be built since Moab is so
amenable to solar energy development. As the solar energy sector grows, the school would create jobs in
the area, as students learn how to build and maintain the local solar panels.
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A landownership mask: dark areas on the map highlight buildable and developable lands, and
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
RECREATION & AMENITIES
OBJECTIVES
In this scenario, the tourism industry is booming. The economy of the region relies
heavily on the annual influx of visitors and business is good. Recreation infrastructure
has expanded to accommodate more trail users. This future plans for growth that
supports and enhances the recreation experience of the region, emphasizing the unique
attractions central to southeastern Utah.
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
RECREATION & AMENITIES WITH LANDOWNERSHIP
WHAT THIS FUTURE LOOKS LIKE
Access to the natural landscape has been increased, and another exit out of the western side of Arches
National Park has been implemented to help visitors flow more efficiently through the park so traffic
congestion is alleviated on Highway 191. Commercial development, which has sprung up in Moab and Castle
Valley, accommodates tourists and has put many younger, seasonal residents to work. Castle Valley also offers
opportunities for solar energy development. Recreation infrastructure has expanded to accommodate more
trail users. Commercial development is best suited along major roads and offers tourists stops along their
journey, notably at the junction of County Road 313 and Highway 191. Housing development is centralized
to Moab, and continues south into Spanish Valley to maintain an urban center. Mineral extraction is restricted
to prevent visual impairments for tourists and recreationalists.

REECOMMENDATIONS
COMMENDATIONS

• KEEP MINERAL DEVELOPMENT OUT OF VIEWSHEDS
In order to preserve recreational amenities, such as accessible and unique views, extractive activities that
impact the landscape should be confined to areas that are not commonly seen or used by tourists and
recreationalists. The BLM land north of Arches National Park and south of I-70 is relatively unused and
unseen by outdoor enthusiasts. There are some mineral deposits in this region that could be explored
without impeding important views, though care should still be taken by extractive companies to decrease
the effect they have on the surrounding land.

• CREATE A STATE PARK NEAR ARCHES
Recently, there has been a problem with the overflow of tourists from Arches National Park onto the
surrounding land, specifically on the western side, near Highway 191. The creation of a state park on the
State Sovereign Land bordering Arches National Park would provide an area for the overflow of tourists to
reside. Amenities such as restrooms, campsites, water pumps, and trash cans would structure the activities
on the land and provide some relief to the congestion in the park, and in Moab. The State of Utah would
gain economically via usage fees and day/night passes. Since this area is already heavily used, it only
benefits the state, the environment, and tourists to create a state park here.

• MAINTAIN VIEWSHEDS ALONG THE COLORADO RIVER
The area along Highway 128 is suitable for housing development, though in this future, the bioregional
team recommends not developing this stretch as it is a beautiful drive along the Colorado River into
Moab. It is BLM-classified as a VRI – class II area, meaning it is host to scenic and sensitive views. In order to
preserve the character of the landscape, strips of housing development are discouraged here.

• BUILDING AND NIGHT SKY ORDINANCES FOR EXPANDING DEVELOPMENT
The seasonal influx of tourists each year is expected to increase annually. Moab has been struggling
with accommodating the masses, and so commercial development in terms of lodging, supplying, and
feeding tourist’s needs to expand. Downtown Moab is already experiencing some traffic congestion that
backs up from the entrance into Arches National Park. Expansion south from Moab will be a likely area for
commercial development. The bioregional team recommends implementing certain policies regarding
noise and light pollution from hotels, restaurants and stores, to retain a smaller town feel for locals.
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EVALUATION OF FUTURES
An evaluation of each future was
conducted to compare how each scenario
impacts the biophysical and socioeconomic systems of southeastern
Utah. A fitness test was developed to
evaluate each future’s impacts to both
the set of assessment models, as well as
the allocation models. The Assessment
Models were used to evaluate the
Alternative Futures in order to identify
how the Futures would impact important
biophysical resources. The Allocations
Models were used to assess how well the
Alternative Futures fulfilled the different
land use needs in the future. A fitness test
was developed to aid in the evaluation of
each future clarified both the advantages
and disadvantages of each future (see
figure on pg. 106).Qualitative rankings
were established as either favorable,
somewhat favorable, or unfavorable. Using
this ranking system, the bioregional team
assessed each scenario to identify both
advantages and disadvantages of each
Alternative Future, based on professional
judgments.
Color Code
Favorable
Somewhat Favorable
Unfavorable
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The Iconic Landscape Future had fewer
impacts on biophysical systems than all
other futures, scoring favorable marks
in each biophysical category. This future
offers greater protection to views, water
resources, cultural/historical resources,
wildlife, vegetation, and public health and
safety than any other scenario. Conversely,
the Inconic Landscapes Future scored
most unfavorable against the allocation
models. Due to the envirnmental
protections offered by the Iconic
Landscape Future, commercial/industrial
development, extractive development, and
solar energy development are all limited.
The Recreation and Amenities Future
scored somewhat favorably for all
biophysical systems, not as favorable as
the Iconic Landscape Future, but more
favorable than either the Economic
Diversity or Business as Usual Future.
With an emphasis on recreational
opportunities, this future balanced
preservation with outdoor opportunities
leading to a somewhat favorable
score for each category. Concerning
socio-economic development, the
Recreation and Amenities Future scored
favorably for recreation, and somewhat
favorable for housing and commercial/
industrial development. The visual
impact of extractive infrastructure for
recreationalists and tourist lead to an

unfavorable score for extractive resouce
development.
The Economic Diversity Future scored
second to worst concerning impacts to
biophysical systems. The promotion of
development threatens natural vistas, as
well as wildlife habitat and vegetation.
These three categories scored unfavorably.
No biophysical system scored favorably in
the Economic Diversity Future. However,
the promotion of development offers
new opportunites for housing, extraction
and solar energy which were favorably
scored. However, recreaction scored
unfavorably in the Economic Diversity
future, as accomodating for growth
would be favored over preserving natural
landscapes.
Finally, the Business as Usual Future
projects how current trends may manifest.
Concerning biophysical systems and the
assessment models, Business as Usual
scored the most unfavorable marks for
views, water resources, cultural/historical
resources, wildlife, and vegetation.
Without thoughtful preparations for
the future, unregulated development
may impact these systems. The Business
as Usual Future promotes housing
development, commercial/industrial
development and extractive development,
all scoring favorable marks amongst

the allocation models. However, solar
energy and grazing scored unfavorably.
The main concern with the Business as
Usual Future involved a discontinuous
path towards growth within the existing
plans for the region, which may result
in unexpected impacts to biophysical
systems.
The bioregional team hopes the
development of these future scenarios,
coupled with our evaluation of each
future, proves helpful for local planners
facing an uncertain future. Local and
regional planners should use this
information to balance stakeholders’
needs with local values to create the
future they wish to see realized by 2040.
A more in-depth evaluation of the futures
is on the following pages.
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EVALUATION OF FUTURES
ICONIC LANDSCAPE
ASSESSMENT MODEL EVALUATIONS
SCENIC QUALITY

Views are retained through increased
density of housing development and
preservation of land along roadways.

WATER RESOURCES

Limiting development surrounding
headwater streams, coupled with
implementation of grey-water policies
improve overall water availability.

CULT/HIST RESOURCES

Restrictions on extractive industries,
including the area surrounding Dead
Horse Point State Park, protect historical
and cultural sites.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife habitat is maintained in the
Manti-La Sal National Forest by
restricting certain disruptive activities,
such as OHV usage.

VEGETATION

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
are maintained and protected.

PUBLIC SAFETY

The Scott M. Matheson Wetlands
Preserve maintains natural flood
mitigation. Concentrated housing limits
the potential for public safety hazards.

ALLOCATION MODEL EVALUATIONS
HOUSING

Sprawl is minimized, but growth via
densification provides for population
growth in Moab, Spanish Valley, and
Castle Valley.
EXTRACTION

Extraction is limited beyond existing
infrastructure; no new leases on land are
available.
RECREATION

Recreational access is maintained but no
new access points or trails exist.
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COMM/INDUSTRIAL

Sprawl is minimized, but commercial
development is still available near already
developed land in Moab and Spanish
Valley.
SOLAR ENERGY

Solar energy expansion is possible around
Castle Valley, but additional opportunities
are limited for the region.
GRAZING

Grazing lands are maintained around
Moab and Castle Valley as open space to
promote rural character.

RECREATION AND AMENITIES
ASSESSMENT MODEL EVALUATIONS
SCENIC QUALITY

New commercial development along
Highway 191, the Spanish Valley, and
east of Dead Horse Point State Park will
impact the views in these areas.

WATER RESOURCES

Increased commercial and housing
development in Spanish Valley, and along
Highway 128 near the Colorado River,
impact both water quality and quantity.

CULT/HIST RESOURCES

WILDLIFE

Cultural and historical sites are maintained Lands otherwise amenable to extractive
but open to public access.
industry will be partially protected for
wildlife, as this is preferred by tourists and
recreationists.
VEGETATION

Though foot traffic and other modes
of transportation may disrupt native
vegetation, lands will be protected from
more destructive landuses, such as OHVs.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Development is contained to areas
without fault lines or high fire risk,
though flooding and superfund sites near
downtown Moab remain a risk.

ALLOCATION MODEL EVALUATIONS
HOUSING

Increased housing along Highway 128, in
downtown Moab, and south into Spanish
Valley alleviate some pressure on the
housing industry.
EXTRACTION

Very little to no extractive industry
expansion is allowed on public lands.

RECREATION

Recreational opportunities and access are
increased across the region.

COMM/INDUSTRIAL

Private land is used for increased
commercial development around Moab,
west of Arches National Park, and at
Crescent Junction.
SOLAR ENERGY

Some solar energy is harvested near Castle
Valley and at the intersection of Highway
191 and I-70.
GRAZING

Grazing is still allowed, though it has not
been increased.
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EVALUATION OF FUTURES
ECONOMIC DIVERSITY
ASSESSMENT MODEL EVALUATIONS
SCENIC QUALITY

Views are impacted by new industry
development through Spanish Valley and
along major roads and highways.

WATER RESOURCES

Water quality and quantity are impacted
by increased human infrastructure and
extractive activities in Spanish Valley and
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

CULT/HIST RESOURCES

Cultural and historical sites are likely
impacted by commercial and industrial
land uses, as well as extractive industry
near Dead Horse Point State Park.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife habitat in the Manti-La Sal
National Forest, as well as freshwater fish
in the Colorado River, are impacted by
extractive and commercial land uses.

VEGETATION

Vegetation in Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern and Jones
cycladenia habitat are impacted by solar
energy farms and new extractive industry.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Areas with high landslide potential, as well
as fault lines, flood areas, and increased
fire risks are not developed, though the
superfund site in Moab remains.

ALLOCATION MODEL EVALUATIONS
HOUSING

COMM/INDUSTRIAL

Housing in Spanish Valley increases, along Commerical development expanded along
with multi-use buildings in Moab. Housing major roads and intersections, as well as in
is expanded along Highway 128 and in
Castle Valley and Moab.
Castle Valley.
EXTRACTION

SOLAR ENERGY

Extraction occurs anywhere leasing is
Solar energy farms are located around
allowed, including near Dead Horse Point major population areas and along the
State Park, north of Arches National Park, northern I-70 corridor.
and in the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
RECREATION

Recreational amenities have been reduced
to allow for other land uses such as
extraction, solar energy production, and
grazing.
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GRAZING

Grazing land has been opened up south of
I-70 and north or Arches National Park.

BUSINESS AS USUAL
ASSESSMENT MODEL EVALUATIONS
SCENIC QUALITY

Development along roads and sprawl into
Spanish Valley will decrease visibility of
the natural landscape.

WATER RESOURCES

Expansion of development into Spanish
Valley increase stress on groundwater
resources.

CULT/HIST RESOURCES

Extraction around Dead Horse Point State
Park impact known and unknown cultural
and historical sites.

WILDLIFE

Development and increased landuse in and
around the Manti-La Sal National Forest
and the Colorado River impacts threatened
and sensitive species’ habitats.

VEGETATION

BLM-designated Areas of Critical
Envrionmental Concern and the habitat of
the threatened plant, Jones Cycladenia, are
impacted by commerical development.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Areas with high landslide potential, as well
as fault lines, flood areas, and increased fire
risks are not developed.

ALLOCATION MODEL EVALUATIONS
HOUSING

COMM/INDUSTRIAL

Housing density and development of more SITLA and private Enterprise Zones
neighborhoods accomodates the expanding are opened to commercial and industrial
population of the area.
development.
EXTRACTION

Access for extractive industries to develop
natural resources is available near Dead
Horse State Park and large swaths of land
North of Arches National Park.
RECREATION

Current access for recreationists is
maintained, though no new access is
created.

SOLAR ENERGY

The current trend of little to no
development of solar energy continues.

GRAZING

Most land suitable for grazing is used
for housing, recreational, commercial,
industrial, or extractive purposes.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As impartial, outside viewers, the
bioregional team recommends planners
pick and choose from scenarios to best
fit the needs of the community and to
address the issues stakeholders have
within the region. As the economy
was a major point of concern for
many residents, the team recommends
diversifying the economy via attracting
outside firms (e.g. outdoor recreationbased companies, tech industry, etc.)
in order to temper the current touristdependent seasonal fluxes with more yearround consistency in the local economy.
Klymit (camping gear), Black Diamond
(climbing gear), Pro Bar (plant-based
food products for active people), and
Mercury Wheels (bicycles/equipment)
are examples of companies currently
operating in other parts of Utah, which
could benefit from opening a Moab
branch, since they fit well with the
activities that Moab is known for. This
is possible via a young, and willing
workforce who are struggling to find
employment in the tourist off-season, as
well as the use of enterprise zones, which
encourage land development close to
major roads/infrastructure via financial
aid from the state. To attract these
companies, it is likely that the airport will
need to expand to accommodate a greater
commercial industry (import/export of
goods).

The team also recommends densifying
and limiting housing and other
development to places with existing
infrastructure (e.g. roads, sewer, power
lines, etc.) to preserve scenic views,
environmental health, and rural character
(namely in Spanish Valley). This means
promoting multi-family housing in and
around downtown Moab and building
commercial/industrial parks near
Crescent Junction. A tech/business park
should be built near the new Utah State
University campus in Moab to attract
research and design firms to a “tech
center.”
Water conservation measures (e.g. grey
water use, rain barrels, low-flow toilets)
should be implemented across the region
for both new and existing development
(especially hotels), as this is a precious
resource in a popular, arid environment
that is likely to receive less precipitation,
and higher temperatures in the coming
decades.
Lastly, a state park (or other designated
camping area) should be created on
state land between the western edge of
Arches National Park, and Highway 191,
as this area is being severely degraded
and could become a health hazard if not
mitigated correctly. This could generate
money for Utah, and abet the overflow
of tourists from Arches National Park.
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CONCLUSIONS
The four alternative futures created by the
bioregional team were each designed to
heavily favor an important characteristic
of southeastern Utah, to showcase
different characteristics of the region
and to highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of contrasting planning
priorities. These Alternative Futures
are not designed to be predictors of any
given set of actions. Rather, they serve to
illuminate possibilities for the future, and
the potential consequences, both positive
and negative, that may result. Still, our
evaluation of each future clarifies several
trends.
The Iconic Landscape Future offers the
greatest protection to natural systems of
the four Alternative Futures we evaluated.
The Recreation and Amenities Future
benefits recreation, and maintaining
views of the natural landscape. The
Economic Diversity Future promoted
diversifying the local economy through
the development of housing, commercial/
industrial interests, grazing and
agriculture, and extraction industries. The
Business as Usual Future promotes the
same types of development, though less
favorably to solar energy development.
However, unregulated development may
present costs to the local views, water
resources, cultural/historical resource,
wildlife, and vegetation.
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When planning the path forward, the only
certainty is change. Ultimately, the future
scenarios identified by the bioregional
team are meant to highlight possibilities,
and to help guide stakeholders through
murky uncertainty toward clear goals and
objectives in creating a future they wish
to see realized.

TOURISM
HAS BECOME
THE MAIN
ECONOMY
IN MOAB.
ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGNS
SUCH AS “THE
MIGHTY
5”, WHICH
PROMOTE
UTAH’S 5
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GIS SOURCES
Assessment Models
Public Health/Safety
1.

Slope: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

2.

Landslide Potential: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Geological Survey.

3.

Fire Risk: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Divsion of Forestry, Fire and State Lands.

4.

Faults: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Geological Survey.

5.

Superfund Sites: United States Environmental Protection Agency.

Visual Quality Preservation
1.

Visual Resource Inventory: Bureau of Land Management.

2.

Transmission Lines: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Viewsheds: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

4.

Points of Interest: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land Management.

5.

Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

Vegetation Preservation
1.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife
Service.

2.

Jones Cycladenia: Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. Utah Natural Heritage Program.

3.

Wilderness Study Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife
Service. Bureau of Land Management.

4.

Conservation Easements: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land
Management.

Cultural/Historical Preservation
1.

Archaeology Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

2.

Historical Trails: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. National Park Service.

3.

Paleontology Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

4.

Rock Art Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.
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5.

Cultural Sites: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of State History.

6.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Bureau of Land
Management.

Water Resources
1.

Rivers, Streams, Lakes: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Wild and Scenic Rivers: United States Forest Service.

3.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Fish and Wildlife
Service.

4.

Aquifers: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Arches Protection Zone: Utah Department of Water Rights.

Wildlife
1.

Elk Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

2.

Pronghorn Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

3.

RM Bighorn Sheep Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources.

4.

Mule Deer Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

5.

Desert Bighorn Sheep Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources.

6.

California Quail Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

7.

Black Bear Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

8.

Dusky (Blue) Grouse Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources.

9.

Wild Turkey Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

10.

Chukar Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

11.

Bonetail Chub Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.12.
Razorback Sucker Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources.
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13.

Gunnison Sage Grouse Range: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources.

Grazing
1.

Steep slopes: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

2.

Suitable Vegetation: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

3.

Available Land: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

Agricultural Preservation
1.

Water Related Land Use: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Water Resources.

Allocation Models
Resource Extraction
1.

Coal: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Oil/Gas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Natural Resources-Oil Gas Mining.

3.

Uranium Districts: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

4.

Potash: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

5.

Minerals: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States Geological Survey.

Housing
1.

Buildable Lands, proximity to residence areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Distance from Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Soil Limits for housing development: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States
Department of Agriculture-Natural Resource Conservation Service.

Commercial/Industrial Development
1.

Distance from Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

2.

Culinary Water Supply: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Water Resources.
Utah Department of Natural Resources.

3.

Soil Limits from Commercial Development: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. United States
Department of Agriculture-Natural Resource Conservation Service.
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4.

Number of Broadband Providers: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Governor’s Office of
Economic Development.

Recreation
1.

Recreational Key Use Areas: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Division of Natural
Resources.

2.

Slope: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. USGS Digital Elevation Models.

3.

Rivers and Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

Solar Energy Development
1.

Solar Radiation reaching ground: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center. Utah Renewable Energy
Zones.

2.

Buffer of Major Roads: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

3.

Existing Transmission lines buffered: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.

4.

BLM Solar Zones: Bureau of Land Management.

5.

Distance from Municipalities: Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center.
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